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Outline
• Introduction to the whole problem,
including RA, and NLCD 2016
• Some details about RA: machine
learning and data mining
• Brief review of satellite data, and
raster data in general
• Brief intro to OCCAM
• Kernel operations, VonNeumann vs
Moore neighborhoods
• Translating to space-time data
cubes!
• Some Python to generate the STDC
• Interacting with Occam to fine tune
results, so many metrics! R-Studio
to the rescue!
• Focus on Evergreen Forests: the
results!
• Note: this is a technical talk, but it’s
recorded so you can slow it down :-)

Problem setup
•

•

•

•

Reconstructability Analysis
(RA) is an InformationTheoretic method primarily
applied to categorical data.
It had not been previously
applied to truly spatial data
National Land Cover Data
(NLCD) is categorical data laid
out in a grid
The gridded data allows for a
neighborhood analysis of
categorical data. Perfect!

Previous work
•

2018 International Systems Science: Corvallis
•

•

2020, January, PSU Systems Science
•

•

Initial presentation of work, focusing on trimming the
neighborhood down from 8 variables to 4, and initial
results showing a “Southern Influence”
Refinement of the model, and presentation of work
with students Amna and Rae, four different
geographic regions with two different patterns, EastWest, and North-South

Previous work looked at the whole system, this
study focusses on one component, Evergreen
Forests, but adds in the time component.

Lattice of model
structures for
a four variable
system

• Reconstructability Analysis works on
discrete data, similar to MLR for
continuous data
• Using Information Theory and Graph
Theory to construct models that are
subsets of the whole
• Not a Black Box: results can be examined
in detail, as we will see!

Reconstructabilty Analysis
Discrete, categorical, or binned data
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Variable selection
using models:
IV:BDv:BCDv:
IV:BEDv:CEDv
IV:EDv:BCDv
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RA is used frequently in medical analysis
due to the categorical nature of the data.
Compare with Weights of Evidence, which
came from Risk Assessment, and also is for
discrete data.

Satellite data

National Land Cover Database
(NLCD)
• Full data set for US, similar data available globally
• Derived from satellite data, classified into 21
classes
• Reclassified using OCCAM to only four types: Developed,
Grassland, Forest, Water
• Example: Forest codes are 41 deciduous forest, 42 evergreen
forest, 43 mixed forest

• 30 meter cell size
• 2016 version includes multiple years

Study area

NLCD data overlaid on streaming 2016 Oregon
imagery, for “ground-checking” the models

NLCD 2016 graphical change,
since 2001 for study area

Biggest changes in Evergreen Forest,
Shrubs, and Grassland, both gains and losses

Ripping the neighborhood
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Trivial cases where the entire
neighborhood is homogeneous are
removed from analysis
In earlier results we eliminated the Moore
neighborhood, as we were able to capture 88% of
the information from the VonNeumann neighborhood

The Original
Code

def extract_vals_moore(x, y, recnum):
# print y,x
me = a[y,x]
n1 = a[y-1,x-1]
n2 = a[y-1,x]
n3 = a[y-1,x+1]
n4 = a[y,x-1]
n5 = a[y,x+1]
n6 = a[y+1,x-1]
n7 = a[y+1,x]
n8 = a[y+1,x+1]
# print me,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7,n8
inner_result=[recnum,me,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7,n8]
# print inner_result
return inner_result

There is a routine that marches across the map,
determining whether it is at an edge to avoid, or
whether to call this extract function

Space-Time cube analysis
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Zw is the DV and all
other values are IVs

The New Code

a = Raster("AOI_2020_NLCD_2001_Resample")
b = Raster("AOI_2020_NLCD_2008_Resample")
c = Raster("AOI_2020_NLCD_2016_Resample")

Wetlands digression

#create a CSV file for output
print("open file for output")
#create blank file, overwrite existing
myfile= open('C:/projects/spatial-ra/aoi_2020/aoi_2020_resample.txt', mode='w')
#open file for appending
myoutput = csv.writer(myfile,dialect=csv.excel_tab)
recnum = 0
print("recnum = ", recnum)

Featuring the
Raster Iterator!!!
Just stack your
rasters up, and
iterate away!

with RasterCellIterator({'rasters':[a, b, c]}) as rci:
for i,j in rci:
#check to see if we are at an edge with NODATA values
if not (math.isnan(a[i,j]) or math.isnan(a[i - 1, j]) or math.isnan(a[i, j - 1]) or math.isnan(a[i, j + 1]) or
math.isnan(a[i + 1, j])):
zu = a[i, j]
au = a[i - 1, j]
bu = a[i, j - 1]
cu = a[i, j + 1]
du = a[i + 1, j]
zv = b[i, j]
av = b[i - 1, j]
bv = b[i, j - 1]
cv = b[i, j + 1]
dv = b[i + 1, j]
zw = c[i, j]
aw = c[i - 1, j]
bw = c[i, j - 1]
cw = c[i, j + 1]
dw = c[i + 1, j]
recnum +=1
# print zu, au, bu, cu, du,zv,av,bv,cv,dv,zw,aw,bw,cw,dw
my_result = [recnum, zu, au, bu, cu, du,zv,av,bv,cv,dv,zw,aw,bw,cw,dw]
if my_result.count(my_result[1]) == len(my_result)-1:
print("all dupes")
pass
else:
#
print "yay, good data!"
myoutput.writerow(my_result)

del myoutput
print("done")

•

•
•
•
•

•

Web-based tool, open source
Upload tabular data with header definitions
Choose Search to generate models
Use Fit to see model output
Use something else (Excel, R-Studio) to dig
through the results
Rinse and repeat!

Reconstructability analysis (RA)

Maximum Entropy, using pLog(p)

Initial class

Reclass

11 - Open water

1

21 - Developed, open space

2

22 - Developed, Low intensity

2

23 - Developed, Medium
intensity

2

24 - Developed, High intensity

2

31 - Barren land

2

41 - Deciduous forest

3

42 - Evergreen forest

3

43 - Mixed forest

3

52 - Shrub/Scrub

3

71 - Grassland/Herbaceous

4

81 - Pasture/Hay

4

82 - Cultivated crops

4

90 - Woody wetlands

1

95 - Emergent herbaceous
wetlands

1

Reclassification
from 15 classes
to 4
1

Water

2

Developed

3

Forest

4

Grasses

:nominal
recnum, 1, 0, r
zu, 15, 0, zu, [1(11,90,95);2(21,22,23,24,31);3(41,42,43,52);4(71,81,82)]
eu, 15, 1, eu, [1(11,90,95);2(21,22,23,24,31);3(41,42,43,52);4(71,81,82)]
fu, 15, 1, fu, [1(11,90,95);2(21,22,23,24,31);3(41,42,43,52);4(71,81,82)]
gu, 15, 1, gu, [1(11,90,95);2(21,22,23,24,31);3(41,42,43,52);4(71,81,82)]
hu, 15, 1, hu, [1(11,90,95);2(21,22,23,24,31);3(41,42,43,52);4(71,81,82)]
ef, 3, 2, ef

In the R
Tidyverse

• For this analysis focus on Evergreen change:
• Mutate a new column
• Use case when to populate new column
based on Evergreen state:
• loss/no change/gain;
• coded as 1,2,3
#add a new column for Evergreen state
any_ef_plus <- mutate(any_ef, ef=0)
#populate Evergreen based on change
any_ef_plus <- any_ef_plus %>%
mutate(ef = case_when(
V2 == 42 & V12 != 42 ~ 1,
V2 == 42 & V12 == 42 ~ 2,
V2 != 42 & V12 == 42 ~ 3,
TRUE ~ as.numeric(ef)
))

#now get rid of the forest adjacent rows by removing ef == 0
ef_plus <- any_ef_plus %>% filter(ef > 0)

This gives us a new, simpler DV to use in the model.
Instead of modeling all 4 possible states of Zw, we have
three states of Evergreen

Using Evergreen Forest state as
Dependent Variable (DV):
1 = loss, 2 = no change, 3 = gain

Results

Key model predictions for 2016:

Best two-component model
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Forest -> Grasses

66% Loss
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27% Loss

Grasses -> Forest

73% Gain

Model IV:GuEf:GvEf

Best three-component model
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Model IV:EuEf:HuEf:HvEf
Best four-component model
2001
2008
In all models, if
forest stays forest,
there’s still about
a 30% loss
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Model IV:EuEf:HuEf:EvEf:HvEf

If E and H are both Forest,
and H -> Grass

67% Loss

If E and H are both
Grasses, and H -> Forest

85% Gain (95% in data)

If E and H are both Forest,
and H -> Urban

42% Loss

If E and H are mixed Forest
and Grass (one of each),
and one Forest -> Grass

36% to 41% Loss by model

If Forest -> Grass in either
cell

18% - 76% Loss by model
42% - 78% Loss by data

51% to 76% Loss by data

Conclusion
• Reconstructability Analysis is a complex tool, just
like other data mining & machine learning tools.
• Doing a truly spatio-temporal analysis with RA
yields understandable results
• This type of analysis could be useful for many other
types of raster data, such as medical imagery, or
climate data.
• The conditional probabilities calculated for each
unique IV state could be used in Cellular Automata
for transition rules to predict landuse change!

Occam was developed in the Systems Science Program
at Portland State University under the direction of
Martin Zwick. The current version was initially written by
Ken Willett. The software was developed further by
Joe Fusion and Heather Alexander.
A web-accessible version is available
at dmit.sysc.pdx.edu but to avoid overloading this server,
you should download the software and install it on your
own machines.
For further information, write me
(David Percy <percyd@pdx.edu> )
or the researchers listed on the other information video.
Thanks!

Information on the software and the Occam
open source project: https://www.occam-ra.io/

Occam manual:
https://works.bepress.com/martin_zwick/164/
Other associated papers:
https://works.bepress.com/martin_zwick/
(see Discrete Multivariate Modeling)
Email communications about the software:
Joe Fusion <jfusion@gmail.com>,
Shawn Marincas <marincas@pdx.edu>
Email communications about RA methodology:
Martin Zwick <zwick@pdx.edu>

